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Ship Commander Hakahn 'Braincase' KaShan
Fyunnen

Hakahn is a NPC controlled by Arieg who appears in the LSDF Akahar plot.1)

Hakahn 'Braincase' KaShan Fyunnen

Species: Lorath, Fyunnen
Gender: Male

Age: 81
Height: 6' 5“
Weight: 200 lbs.

Organization: Lorath Self Defense Force
Occupation: Master Tactician/Bastard

Rank: Commodore
Current Placement: LSDF Akahar

Character Description

Hakahn Kashan for the most part is considered 'odd' and 'rebellious' toward the general pattern of the
Fyunnen house abides by, despite his origins he is anything but a warrior. Eyeing the culture and
practices of his house and the Lorath as a whole in distaste, quietly mocking the concept of a divided
species. He prefers using guile and tactics, illusions and fabrications to fight his fights. Creating complex
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machinations and plots to meet his goals and desires. Effectively merely sitting in the background and
pulling the strings and his underlings and enemies full filled his desires without the knowledge of the
larger scheme at hand.

As a result his personality is borderline glacial, treating most of his personality as a means to an end and
pawns in whatever mission hes been tasked with. Treating them as mere numbers, disposable toward the
greater goal.

History

His childhood was marked with being on the male side of Lorath society, his male heritage marking him
as the darker side of the Lorath psyche. Something he took to heart as he slowly grew into his capacity
for turning his fellow Lorath against one another for personal gain. A skill which his military handlers
exploited when his time for service began.

Hakahn quickly found his niche as a 'brain', a tactician for tactical operations and general espionage.
Maneuvering all the pieces on the board to meet his handler's needs or expectations. His ability and tact
resulted in a steep climb through the ranks of the LSDF… an ascent that was quickly brought to a halt
after an altercation with one of his higher ups.

This 'incident' resulted in the effective end of his usefulness to those groups which had originally sought
his talents leading him to eventually be handed the position as the ship commander for the LSDF Akahar,
a grave for his career.

Appearance

Hair: Light grey in color, he tends to keep it moderately long, with just enough length to tie it
behind his head.
Face: An odd angular face with a slightly off angle small nose (broken and improperly reset). The
skin seems dark grey with some scarring and age around the mouth and eyes. There is also a large
scar running down one side of his neck.
Body: Customary to the Fyunnen house his body is lean and heavily muscled, although he is
considerably less powerful compared to a female of his caste. One odd factor however.. maybe in
act of defiance.. was the intentional removal of his wings.

Skill Areas

Technology Operation: Hakahn has been self taught and trained on most form of Lorath
technology, as a result he has some fundamental grasp of how most systems work and how they're
not supposed to work. As a result he can competently operate most systems in the Lorath
inventory.
Mathematics: Having a decent grasp of mathematics up to basic trigonometry, he has found a
certain love for probability and statistics. Often using them to gauge participants in his plans or
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operations. Determining their chances of success and adjusting his operational layout accordingly.
Fighting: Like most Fyunnen Hakahn has an intimate relationship with the art of close combat,
having become fairly familiar with the art of overcoming a stronger and larger opponent due to the
nature of his house and childhood. However… he has found that he prefers to not tie himself to a
primitive bladed weapon. Preferring a pair of semi-automatic pistols and a combat knife. He is also
proficient in all basic Lorath requirements when it comes to operating other weapon systems or
power armor.
Humanities: Hakahn took great strides to understand those around him, no matter the caste, no
matter the individual. To understand their ways, their quirks, their wants, what they are capable of.
Numerous psychological courses followed all with the single minded to goal to be able to better
control and manipulate those under his command.
Rogue: While direct methods are favored he is fully capable of using underhanded tactics. In some
cases the simple use of a few credits in the form of a backroom deal nullifying the problem to his
plans.
Leadership: A capable leader in an odd form, he tends to employ a dual sided tactic when
inspiring and commanding. Both placing objectives in front of his troops and maneuvering them
where they'll best be used due to their mentalities. Although he has shown he is not above trading
his men for an objective, sacrificing a squad so that others may complete the mission.
Communications: Hakahn speaks his native Lorath language fluently with a slight accent toward
his house, he has also taught himself Nepleslian and Yamatain for the simple need to understand
one's possible enemies.

Inventory

Lorath Self Defense Force Uniform Components

1 Rank Pin Set
1 M37/38 Environmental Battledress Uniform with collapsible helmet, minus armor plate.
2 Uniform blouse, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings
2 Uniform shirts, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings

Rank and assignment information patch for right shoulder
Award Attachment Patch on left shoulder
Name Patch

2 pair of pants, gray
2 pair of kilt/skirts, gray
2 stonethread undershirts, caste color

Individual name printed on back and left breast of chest.
2 cotton undershirts, gray
2 pair synthetic fiber stockings, black
1 pair synthetic leather gloves, black
1 pair leather boots, black
1 pair short boots or athletic sneakers, black
2 belts, black, brass buckled, sword and pistol usage.
1 Glengarry hat (Fyunnen Caste Only)

Rank patch on front left
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Rank pin on front center
1 Peaked Cap (Officer)

Rank pin front center

Weather Gear

1 black balaclava
Rank patch on left forehead

1 black stonethread poncho (quarter inch thick), weather resistant inlay, caste colored stripe

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

2 custom print boxer trunks
2 white ringer T-Shirts with pocket on left breast OR 2 black T-Shirts with chest pocket
1 pair black loafers
1 pair black wrestling shoes
4 black cotton boxers (MALE ONLY)
3 black chest wraps
3 white chest wraps
4 pair of black boot Socks

Accessory Items

1 “M'Cel” 40/30mm Grenade Launcher with pistol grip.
2 Rounds of 40mm conventional explosive ammunition
2 Rounds of 40mm shot
1 40mm signaling flare

1 'Arbitrator' Pistol
200 Rounds of ammunition

Survival knife, carbon composite
Black sheath with loop and clips for belt or leg attachment (for the knife)

Standard issue hygiene and grooming package
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
1 Make-up kit
1 Manicure kit
1 Hair brush
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1 Hair dye kit
1 Set of hair ornaments and ties
1 Tooth repair and alteration kit

Electronic Money Card (New characters start with 3000 HS)
Coin Purse, raw gems and metals amounting to 3000 HS in value, utilized by the Lorath Matriarchy.
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